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Abstract

It is commonly agreed that data (and data-centric services) will be one of the cornerstones of Future Internet systems. In this context, mobile Opportunistic Networks (OppNets) are one of the key paradigms to efficiently support, in a self-organising and decentralised manner, the growth of data generated by localized interactions between users mobile devices, and between them and nearby smart devices such as IoT nodes. In OppNets scenarios, the spontaneous collaboration among mobile devices is exploited to disseminate data toward interested users. However, the limited resources and knowledge available at each node, and the vast amount of data available in the network, make it difficult to devise efficient schemes to accomplish this task. Recent solutions propose to equip each device with data filtering methods derived from human information processing schemes, known as Cognitive Heuristics. They are very effective methods used by human brains to quickly drop useless information and keep only the most relevant information. Althought cognitive-based OppNet solutions proved to be efficient (with limited overheads), they can become less effective when facing dynamic scenarios or situations where nodes cannot fully collaborate with each other, as we show in this paper. One of the reasons is that the solutions proposed so far do not take into account the social structure of the environment where the nodes are moving in. In order to be more effective, the selection of information performed by each node should take into consideration not only the relevance of content for the local device, but also for other devices will encounter in the future due to mobility. To this end, in this paper we propose a social-based data dissemination scheme, based on a cognitive heuristic, known as the Social Circle Heuristic. This heuristic is an evaluation method that exploits the structure of the social environment to make inferences about the relevance of discovered information. We show how the Social Circle Heuristic, coupled with a cognitive-based community detection scheme, can be exploited to design an effective data dissemination algorithm for OppNets. We provide a detailed analysis of the performance of the proposed solution via simulation.
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1. Introduction

The evolution of device-to-device (D2D) technologies for communications between mobile devices, and the increasing ability of such devices to collect, store and elaborate relevant amounts of data, is pushing forward the possibility of moving Future Internet functions and services from remote, centralised core network or cloud platform operators to the edge of the network. In this scenario, users’ mobile devices will be continuously immersed in a pervasive “data space”, where they will have the opportunity to exchange a huge amount of data with other devices and smart “things” nearby. Since this data could be of interest for many users dispersed throughout the network, one of the emerging key challenges is the design of effective,
efficient, scalable and decentralised mechanisms that, through the direct exchange of locally available data between devices, optimise the information dissemination process toward interested users at the entire network level. With respect to these issues, Opportunistic Networks (OppNets) are nowadays one of the most popular paradigms for supporting direct D2D communications in self-organising mobile networks. In Opportunistic Networks there are no precomputed paths from sources to destinations. Rather, physical encounter events between nodes are opportunistically exploited to exchange data. In fact, nodes evaluate how suitable is another encountered node to bring data (closer) to interested users. In this way, opportunistic networks do not face some of the typical problems related to the instability of mobile networks that affect MANET solutions. OppNets are actively investigated by the research community since almost ten years now, and are likely to have a significant impact thanks to the standardisation of D2D Proximity Services (ProSe) in forthcoming LTE and 5G releases. More in general, Opportunistic Networking is considered one of the basis for a number of technologies and applications, such as traffic offloading, communication in challenged areas, censorship circumvention, proximity-based applications. With respect to the latter, Opportunistic Networking is one of the elements of crowd sensing solutions, which is one of the most important evolutions of general sensor networks considered in recent years.

In this paper, we describe and evaluate a OppNet data dissemination mechanism based on completely self-organising and distributed algorithms running on mobile devices. The contribution of this paper is the design and evaluation of an OppNet data dissemination scheme that allows each node to perform the data selection task by taking into account the needs of the social environment in which the user moves. Specifically, we exploit a scheme based on human cognitive heuristics. Cognitive heuristics are simple models of the cognitive processes of the human brain derived in the cognitive psychology literature. The main intuition behind the use of cognitive heuristics is that the problem faced by a node in OppNet data dissemination closely resembles what our brain constantly has to do to acquire, retain, drop and spread information coming from the surrounding physical environment. Moreover, according to the cyber-physical convergence view, personal mobile devices (such as smartphones, tablets, wearable devices, etc.) can be seen as proxies of their human users in the cyber world, since, most frequently, it is through these devices that users access the vast amount of data available in the cyber world. Building self-organising algorithms on model of the human cognitive processes thus means making mobile devices act in the cyber world as they human users would do if facing the same task in the physical world, and thus allowing them to automatically filter information in the same way their human users would do.

We have recently proposed some solutions for disseminating data in OppNets based on cognitive heuristics. However, the data dissemination schemes proposed so far do not exploit any knowledge about the social structure of the environment where the users move. As such, nodes typically behave in a greedy way, i.e. they drop information that they consider irrelevant for themselves. While this may be appropriate in some cases, taking into consideration the requirements of other nodes frequently encountered (i.e., of the social context of the users) has proven very useful in data dissemination in general, and it is thus a direction worth exploring also for cognitive-based data dissemination schemes.

Based on these remarks, we propose a OppNet data dissemination method that exploits the Social Circle cognitive heuristic (SCH). In our scheme, whenever two nodes meet, they decide what to replicate locally out of the data available on the other nodes. This is the basic mechanism through which data disseminates in the network and reaches interested nodes. Specifically, we assume that nodes have a limited amount of storage space allocated to help the dissemination process. Therefore, when they encounter other nodes, they have to decide what data to keep and what data to drop, if the amount of data available is larger than the available storage space. To take this decision, in our scheme each node assesses the relevance of data first for itself. In case this knowledge is not sufficient to take a decision (i.e., there are too many items that are all relevant or irrelevant for the individual), the heuristic assesses the relevance for other people in the individual's social context, ranking people according to their perceived social proximity to the individual (i.e., to their belonging to the different social circles of the individual). To this end, each node divides its social contacts into different groups on the basis of their social relevance. Starting from the most socially
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1 3GPP LTE Release from 15 on, see http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/67-releases
relevant group, the node ranks the data items using their average relevance for the users inside the group. If needed, the node continues to refine the selection of the available data items using the other social groups, one at a time, until the knowledge coming from these groups is enough to take a decision on which data items are worth storing. In this way, nodes store data items based on the preferences of the social groups they belong to, considering inner social circles first.

Similar to existing literature on OppNets, we consider social communities as groups of nodes that physically meet with each other frequently. While other types of definitions are possible, which do not necessarily require physical meetings, there is evidence that mobility and physical encounter patterns are very closely related to social structures, and very often frequency of physical interaction is strongly correlated with social proximity (e.g. [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]). Therefore, in the following, social communities are intended as groups of nodes that meet frequently with each other (see Section 3.4 for a more precise definition). As these nodes are very likely to be socially related, it is reasonable to assume that they are willing to help each other acquiring the data items they need.

We compare the performance of the proposed scheme with respect to other state-of-the-art non-social cognitive schemes, proposed in [8]. Results confirm our intuition about the advantage of using social information also in cognitive schemes. The algorithm proposed in this paper, based on SCH, is in general both more effective (i.e., it brings data items to interested nodes) and more efficient (i.e., it does so by generating lower network traffic) with respect to non-social cognitive schemes. More precisely, we show that in static conditions, i.e., when content and interests of users in content do not change over time, the two schemes can be configured to achieve the same data delivery efficiency, but the one using social cognitive heuristics generates lower network traffic. Moreover, in dynamic scenarios, where either new content is generated over time or interests of users change (or both), the advantage of the SCH scheme becomes increasingly evident. Specifically, we show that when new content is generated over time, the non-social schemes enter into a congested state, whereby they generate very high network traffic (compared to the SCH scheme), without being able to bring content to nodes that are interested.

Summarising, the main contributions of the paper are as follows:

• we describe a data dissemination algorithm for Opportunistic Networks based on social cognitive heuristics for self-organising, P2P data dissemination in mobile opportunistic networks;

• we show that using social information to drive the dissemination process provides very significant advantages also when cognitive schemes are used;

• we characterise in detail the performance of the proposed scheme, comparing it with reference non-social cognitive schemes; specifically, we evaluate its performance in static and dynamic scenarios, with or without node selfishness, and for a range of parameters characterising both the behaviour of the proposed algorithm and the features of the overall network environment.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents some of the main results in the area of decentralised, self-organising data dissemination solutions in OppNets. Section 3 presents the SCH scheme in detail. The performance evaluation of this scheme is presented from Section 4 to Section 8. In particular, Section 4 presents the experimental parameters and the simulation scenarios used to evaluate the proposed approach. Section 5 shows a comparison of our scheme against non-social cognitive schemes under different patterns according to which users belonging to different communities meet with each other. Section 6 evaluates SCH under a series of dynamic conditions, while Section 7 presents a sensitivity analysis of the the proposed approach, and Section 8 analyses the behaviour of the system when nodes adopt partially selfish behaviours to save resources. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 We do not compare with non-cognitive schemes, as they have been shown to be less efficient in general than cognitive-based schemes [8].
2. Related Work

The closest approaches to the one proposed in this paper are some recent schemes (e.g. [8, 21, 22]) that exploit cognitive heuristics to estimate at each node the relevance of the items to be fetched during encounters between pairs of nodes. These schemes are based on the Recognition Heuristic [5]. Essentially, by applying the recognition heuristic, the relevance of data items carried by encountered nodes decreases with the number of times they have been seen on previously encountered nodes (see [8] for details on the recognition heuristic in general, and how it is applied to OppNet data dissemination). In this scheme nodes store only relevant (i.e., non recognised) data items. This approach proved to be as effective in spreading the information as other non-cognitive based approaches, like ContentPlace [12], which are considered references in the OppNet literature. On the other hand, it is more efficient, as it generates far lower network traffic to achieve the same level of data dissemination [8]. As discussed in Section 1, the main difference with the proposed scheme is that here nodes take into consideration relevance of data items also for the other nodes in their social context, which proves to provide significant performance benefits and applicability to more general scenarios.

A number of solutions for data dissemination in opportunistic networks have been proposed, which do not exploit cognitive heuristics [23]. Note that in [8] we have shown that non-social cognitive heuristics outperform ContentPlace [12], which is one of the most efficient non-cognitive heuristics proposed so far. Therefore, in this paper we do not compare against this class of solutions, as comparison is implicit in the comparison with [8, 21]. Hereafter we provide a quick overview of the main non-cognitive approaches, along the taxonomy provided in [24]. We redirect the reader to that paper for a more complete survey.

The first work about content dissemination in OppNets was developed in the PodNet Project [25]. Data items in the PodNet system belong to general topics, i.e. channels. Nodes subscribe to channels, trying to retrieve all its related items. Moreover, nodes devote part of their caches in order to collaborate in the data dissemination process. In fact, upon encounters, in PodNet nodes make use of specific policies o decide which data items to exchange, in addition to those of specific interest for the local users. The authors propose four different strategies, which are functions of the nodes’ interests in the various channels. With all the proposed strategies, the performance of PodNet shows that the system is able to outperform a scheme where nodes keep only the items of the channel they are subscribed to.

ContentPlace [12] is an example of social-based data dissemination algorithms. The data dissemination problem is addressed as a multi-constrained knapsack problem. The goal is to maximize the social utility of fetching an item, while taking into account the limited resources of a device. Specifically, in ContentPlace each node estimates the utility of the data items it could potentially fetch from other encountered devices. Then, it ranks the data items it currently stores and those it could possibly fetch according to their utility values, and selects the most useful ones that fill the amount of local storage space allocated to the data dissemination process. Different definitions of utility have been proposed and evaluated in [12]. Among them, the most useful utility function is a linear combination of a local utility (i.e., the utility of the data items for the local node), and the utility for nodes in social communities the local node will “visit” in the future. Even though ContentPlace is less efficient than recognition-based cognitive heuristic schemes (as shown in [8]) the idea of using information about the relevance of data for all the communities to which the local user belongs is also at the basis of the proposed SCH cognitive scheme.

The scheme in [14] is an example of pub/sub scheme also using social information. The main idea proposed in [14] is to identify social communities between nodes. Then, for each social community a broker is determined. Brokers are the nodes with the highest number of social links inside their social community. Brokers form an overlay network, and gossip content availability and content requests to each other, allowing the data items to flow from one community to another, towards the nodes that request them. Non-broker nodes send to the broker(s) of their social communities content requests, which are circulated among all the brokers. Nodes storing data items matching the request are informed by their brokers, and the corresponding data items is sent back (again through the network of brokers) to the requesting node(s).

Another work [26] proposes a dissemination solution for OppNets based on the pub/sub paradigm. The authors’ aim is twofold. On the one hand, they proposed an incentive mechanism to increase the participation in the dissemination process of selfish nodes. On the other hand, they propose a solution that evaluate the
utility of the data to exchange between nodes upon meeting. Specifically, the utility of a data item is correlated to its freshness. In this way, the system maximises the dissemination of more recent data towards its subscribers.

The scheme presented in [27] exploits an interest-based dissemination solution for OppNets that takes into account the fact that users with similar interests tend to group together. This mechanism is coupled with other informations about the devices, like their contact history and the connections of their users in on-line social networks. These informations are exploited by the authors to derive a series of ranking functions that allow nodes to decide which data to exchange upon contact.

In [28] the authors consider the data dissemination problem as a global optimisation problem. To this end, they propose to view all the nodes’ shared memories as a unique, global cache. The paper defines a global utility function, which estimates the best possible allocation of items into all the nodes, considering the items’ utilities for each single node, and the expected rate of requests for every item. Each device uses simple local approximation strategies to compute the utility, as global knowledge is clearly not available. Another approach [29] presents a solution that is based on global view of the system. In particular, the authors show how to build a data dissemination multicast tree for OppNets that is specifically optimised to respect delay constraints and communication costs. Since the general solution implies a centralised view of the whole system, the authors also propose a distributed heuristic that allows the nodes to evaluate the suitability of other encountered devices to opportunistically deliver data.

In [30], the authors present a data dissemination scheme for OppNets specifically design for delivering time-sensitive data toward interested users. The proposed approach makes use of three main components to let nodes decide whether to exchange data upon meeting. The system exploit a node’s history of visited areas to compute its probability to appear in a specific location at a given time. This component is coupled with the others depending on the role of the nodes in the data forwarding process. In fact, data source nodes employ also a relay node selection mechanism to decide the initial nodes that are likely to timely deliver the data. Data carrier exploit also a technique for evaluating whether other encountered nodes are more suitable than them to deliver the data they hold on time. Experimental results show the ability of the system to deliver time-sensitive data efficiently.

The work presented in this paper is an extension of the one proposed in [31]. In particular, we extend [31] primarily through a much more extensive and comprehensive evaluation of the proposed solution. Specifically, we added new evaluations about the sensitiveness of the approach to the dimension of the Opportunistic Cache and the initial distribution of data items among groups of nodes. Moreover, we investigated the behaviour of the system when data items have associated Time-to-Live restrictions (see Sec. 7). In addition, we also present new results about the performance of the proposed approach when nodes do not fully collaborate in the dissemination process. In these experiments, nodes adopt a partially selfish behaviour and limit their engagement in the dissemination process. We investigate two partially selfish schemes: one in which a node does not use the strength of social relationships between nodes to discriminate the other nodes with which data items are exchanged; and one that limits the collaboration on the basis of the social connections between a nodes and its contacts (see Sec. 8). These additional results make it possible to reach, with respect to [31], a much deeper understanding of the behaviour of the proposed approach under different conditions and various settings of the main parameters.

3. Data Dissemination in OppNets using Social Cognitive Heuristics

3.1. Problem Statement and System Assumptions

In the following, we consider a very common scenario for data dissemination in OppNets (previously used, e.g., in [25, 12]). We consider an Opportunistic Network where \(N\) mobile devices generate data items, each belonging to a specific high-level topic, termed as channel. Each device owner is interested in retrieving all the items that belong to one of the available channels (the one it is subscribed to). Contacts between nodes are the only way to disseminate data. Therefore, each device shares the items generated locally and reserves a little amount (with respect to the total amount of data items to be disseminated) of its storage space to help the dissemination process. In the following, the storage space that contains the items generated
locally is called the Local Items cache (LI), while the storage space used to collaborate in the dissemination process is called the Opportunistic Cache (OC). Received data items of the subscribed channels may be kept in the OC based on the decisions of the SCH scheme presented hereafter. Otherwise, they are supposed to be dropped after being consumed by the local user.

The core of the data dissemination scheme is therefore the policy a node uses to select items to keep in the OC upon encountering another node. Before presenting this policy, in the following section we describe the social circle heuristic upon which the policy is based.

### 3.2. The Social Circle Heuristic

It has been shown that the human brain exploits not only the individual’s judgement about relevance of information, but also estimates the judgement of social peers to derive accurate decisions about which information to keep [15]. In the cognitive sciences, the Social Circle Heuristic (SCH) [15, 32] is proposed as a model for the cognitive mechanisms used by the brain to this end.

As many of the other cognitive heuristics (see [8] for a brief summary), SCH is essentially a decision-making scheme. It is defined as an algorithm used by the brain to take a decision about a given choice (for illustration purposes, in the following, we will refer to whether to keep an information in memory as an example, but SCH is clearly applicable to many different decision problems). As all the other cognitive heuristics, SCH limits the information and the computation (i.e., the use of cognitive resources) needed to take this decision. To this end, it uses a series of decision steps in a specific order. The process terminates at the first step that is sufficient to discriminate between the possible choices.

The first step used by SCH is applying another cognitive heuristic, i.e. the Recognition Heuristic [33]. In general, the Recognition Heuristic (RH) discriminates between two pieces of information $A$ and $B$, based on whether one of them is recognised and the other is not. An information is recognised if it has been seen in the environment more than a fixed number of times (a recognition threshold). RH corresponds to using only local information to assess relevance, and is indeed the cognitive heuristic used in previous work in the literature [8, 21]. The following steps taken by SCH are those where it considers social information into account. They are used if the RH step is not sufficient to discriminate between the possible choices, and therefore to take a decision (in our example, which information to keep between $A$ and $B$, because both are either recognised or not recognised).

In the “social” steps, SCH exploits the fact that each person’s social contacts can be grouped in different clusters (or circles), according to the strength of their relationship with the individual [34, 35], using the individual itself as the first social circle. Assuming that such circles can be identified (we will come back to this point in Section 3.4), SCH considers sequentially each circle in order of social strength. In general, at each step, it assesses the possible choices for the members of the considered social circle. As soon as considering one circle results in a sufficient discrimination between the possible options (e.g., one among $A$ or $B$ is considered more important for the members of a social circle), SCH stops. To assess the possible choices of the members of a circle, typically RH is used also in these steps. It is applied for all nodes in the social circle, and the individual then aggregates the results, for example by considering an information recognised if a majority of members of the social circle have recognised it.

It is worth noting that SCH analyses the circles’ preferences in order of social closeness, and often terminates before looking through all the social circles. As a consequence, the influence of more peripheral social circles is typically much weaker than the influence of most proximal social circles.

### 3.3. SCH for Data Dissemination in OppNets

In this section, we show how SCH can be applied by nodes in an OppNet to select relevant information upon encountering other nodes. As the algorithm involves several steps and operations, we first provide a high level overview of the proposed approach in Section 3.3.1, while in Section 3.3.2 we introduce the main concepts behind the cognitive Recognition Heuristic, i.e. one of the main building blocks of our solution. The detailed description of the approach is given in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1. High Level Overview

When two nodes encounter, they exchange summaries of the items they hold in their data caches, i.e. the LI and OC caches. Without loss of generality, let us focus on one of the two nodes, and explain the algorithm from this node’s perspective.

At this stage, a node has to decide which data items it has to carry in its OC among the ones it already stores and the ones it could fetch from the encountered device. The node performs this task by evaluating the relevance of the available data items using SCH. Each step of SCH allows the node to define a so-called consideration set, which represents the relevance of data items under scrutiny for one of the social communities the node belongs to. Specifically, as it will be explained in the following sections, SCH analyses social communities in decreasing order of social proximity to the node. The concept of consideration sets comes from the the cognitive psychology literature, where it indicates intermediate results in multi-alternative choices [36]. In the application of SCH, the data selection process is ended in case a consideration set obtained through a step of SCH fits the size of the node’s OC. Whenever the size of the consideration set is larger or smaller than the OC size, further SCH steps are performed in order to prune or add data, respectively. At the end of the process, the node fetches from the other node the data items in the final consideration set that it does not hold locally.

3.3.2. The Recognition Heuristic

Since the evaluation of data items through RH is one of the building blocks of all the steps of SCH, we give a separate description of how RH can be implemented in OppNets. The following description is in accordance with the method we first proposed in [8].

In order to evaluate a set of data items, a node takes into account the items themselves along with the channels they belong. Precisely, a node considers that a data item is relevant if and only if its channel is recognised and the item itself is not recognised (we explain the rationale of this choice in a moment). In order to recognise channels and items, we use the precise recognition algorithm defined in the cognitive literature [5]. A node maintains separate counters for each channel and for each data item it is aware of. A channel counter keeps track of the number of distinct subscribers of the channel that have been met by the node. An item counter tracks the number of times a given item was seen in the caches of other encountered nodes. Channels and items are considered “recognised” in case their associated counters reach specific recognition thresholds. Note that the higher a channel counter, the higher the number of its subscribers. On the other hand, the higher an item counter, the higher the number of copies of that item already spread in the system. This is why an item is considered relevant if its channel is recognised, and if the item itself is not recognised. Hereafter, the value of the counters are also called recognition levels.

3.3.3. Detailed Description of the SCH Algorithm

The precise SCH-based data exchange process when two nodes encounter is described in detail in Algorithms 1 and 2. Without loss of generality, we explain the operations of the algorithm from the standpoint of one of the two nodes. We begin the presentation of the process from Algorithm 1, executed by the node when the contact with the other node starts. This algorithm starts by considering the items available on the local OC together with the items in the encountered node’s LI and OC (lines 1-3). This makes up a set \( P \), which is the starting point for the selection process. The first selection performed on this set by SCH exploits RH, using the method described in Sec. 3.3.2 (lines 4-11). To this end, in Algorithm 1, function \( r_{\text{lev}} \) (line 8) gives the recognition level of an item \( i \) \( (r_{\text{lev}}(i)) \), or of its channel \( (r_{\text{lev}}(i.ch)) \), while conditions in line 8 implement the recognition policy described in Sec. 3.3.2. In case RH does not suffice, the SCH social steps are exploited (lines 12-16). After the first step, the cardinality of the consideration set created so far could exceed the dimension of the OC, or it can be smaller than that size. We first present the behaviour of the system when the size of the consideration set is larger than that of the OC (lines 12–13), while we discuss the case when the size of the consideration set is smaller than the size of OC at the end of this section (lines 14–15). In both cases, the same procedure can be used. This is represented in Algorithm 1 by the function \( \text{sch}() \), which is called with different parameters in the two cases. The definition of function \( \text{sch}() \) is presented in Algorithm 2.
When the size of the first consideration set is larger than the OC size, the system performs the social steps of SCH. To this end, we assume that each node divides its social contacts into distinct groups exploiting the cognitive-based community detection scheme defined in [37]. We give a brief description of this algorithm in Sec. 3.4. As a result of the community detection algorithm, each node maintains a set \( G = \{G_0, \ldots, G_n\} \) of social groups, where \( G_0 \) is the node itself, and \( G_1, \ldots, G_n \) are ordered on the basis of social importance of those users for the node. More precisely, users are grouped on the basis of the strength of their social ties with the node (line 1 of Algorithm 2). Algorithm 2 is in charge of pruning the items in a consideration set, by recursively using the information of the social circles in \( G \). Specifically, Algorithm 2 receives as input i) a set of data items to be pruned; ii) the remaining space to be filled in the node’s OC; iii) the social group to be used to evaluate the data items. The relevance of each data item is assessed using the same general scheme of RH shown in Section 3.3.2. Thus, data items are relevant if their channels are recognised and the data items themselves are not recognised. However, in this case the algorithm does not use the channels and items recognition levels of a single node to take decisions. Rather, it exploits the mean recognition levels of both channels and items inside a given social group. As a consequence, a channel (equivalently, a data item) is considered as recognised if the mean value of its recognition level among the nodes in the social group is above the recognition threshold. A node is able to compute the mean recognition levels for its social groups since we assume that, upon contacts, nodes exchange their individual recognition levels for each channel and each data item, along with their own data summaries. In Algorithm 2, \( S \) is the consideration set to be filtered, \( O \) is the space still available in the OC and \( j \) is the index of the social group used to filter the data items. Groups with lower indices are the ones with stronger connections with node that is carrying out the evaluation. The filtered data items are returned in the set \( F \) (line 16). The selection based on the recognition level conditions is done in lines 8–9 of the pseudo-code. Items are divided into a series of sub-groups \( S_1, \ldots, S_k \), where all the items in a sub-group \( S_i \) have the same mean item recognition level (line 8) and, consequently, they all have the same relevance inside the social group \( j \). Data items are placed in the final consideration set \( F \) starting from those with the lowest average item recognition level (i.e. \( S_1 \)) and continuing with the others (lines 9–13), until adding all the data items of a group \( S_i \) would lead the size of \( F \) to exceed the size limit \( O \) (line 10). Some of the items in \( S_i \) could be selected. However, they are all equally relevant in social group \( j \). Thus, they are further evaluated using the knowledge of other social groups. To perform this evaluation, Algorithm 2 calls recursively itself (line 11). In this recursive call, the parameters are set in the following way. The consideration set to be pruned becomes \( S_i \), since data items with lower recognition level are already in the final consideration set and will be kept in OC, while items with higher mean recognition levels should not be considered, since even limiting to \( S_i \) already overflows the OC. The group of nodes used for further assessment is the next most closely related social group, i.e. the one with index \( j + 1 \). The space that could be filled is the difference between the one originally available and the dimension of the consideration set selected so far, i.e. \( O - |F| \). Finally, in case the knowledge coming from all the node’s social communities is not enough to filter the data, lines 4–6 are used as a last resort choice, in accordance with the cognitive psychology literature about SCH [15]. In fact, a uniform random selection is done on the final set of items to be discriminated.

Finally, a special case for Algorithm 1 happens when the total number of items filtered by the first step of SCH is lower than the capacity of the OC. Since the OC is thought to be a space devoted to help the overall data dissemination process, we allow the node to possibly revise its individual judgement about the utility of discarded items (line 14–15 of Algorithm 1). Specifically, the node considers its social circles, looking whether items that it would discard (based on the first step of SCH) can be considered of sufficient social relevance to be kept in OC. In this case the individual node is not considered, and the selection process starts from the social community \( G_1 \) (line 15).

3.4. Cognitive-based Community Detection

In order to exploit the Social Circle Heuristic, nodes detect their social communities using the cognitive-based algorithm presented in [37]. This solution exploits the cognitive notion of memory activation. For a given node, the activation level of another node is a function (defined in [38]) of frequency and recency of contacts with that node. Intuitively, activation is higher if contacts are more frequent and more recent. As shown in [38], to compute activation values, each node only needs to monitor the inter-contact times with
Algorithm 1 Social-based Data selection exec. by a node $n$

1: Let $I$ be the set of items owned by an encountered node
2: Let $O$ be the max space available in the OC
3: Let $P = I \cup OC$ be the set of items to be pruned
4: Let $\theta_C$ be the channel recognition threshold
5: Let $\theta_I$ be the item recognition threshold
6: Let $S = \emptyset$
7: for all $i \in P$ do
8: if $r_{lev}(i.ch) \geq \theta_C$ and $r_{lev}(i) < \theta_I$ then
9: $S = S \cup \{i\}$
10: end if
11: end for
12: if $|S| > O$ then
13: $OC = sch(S, O, 0)$
14: else if $|S| < O$ then
15: $OC = sch(P - S, O - |S|, 1)$
16: end if

Algorithm 2 Function $sch(S, O, j)$

1: Let $G = \{G_0, \ldots, G_n\}$ be the set of social groups
2: Let $S$ be the set of item to be filtered
3: Let $O$ be the max space available left in the OC
4: if $j > |G|$ then
5: return $O$ randomly chosen items from $S$
6: end if
7: Let $F = \emptyset$
8: Let $S' = \bigcup_{k=0}^{\theta_C} S_k$, where $S_i = \{s \in S | r_{lev}^j(s) = i \wedge r_{lev}^j(s.ch) > \theta_C\}$
9: for all $S_i \in S'$ s.t. $i < \theta_I$ do
10: if $|F \cup S_i| > O$ then
11: return $F \cup sch(S_i, O - |F|, j + 1)$
12: else
13: $F = F \cup S_i$
14: end if
15: end for
16: return $F$

other nodes, i.e., the time elapsed between consecutive contacts with the same node. Activation is a simple function of the inter-contact times. In [37], each node uses activation values of other nodes to cluster them into social communities. Clusters are also computed using cognitive algorithms taken from [39]. Results presented in [37] show that the this community detection algorithm is effective, is able to track the dynamic evolution of physical encounters into a corresponding dynamic update of social communities membership, and requires minimal information to be exchanged between nodes (thus resulting in a very limited network overhead).

4. Performance Evaluation Scenarios

In the following sections, we report a series of results about the algorithm performance obtained by simulation under various scenarios. To do that, in this section we present the main components that are used to create the simulation and evaluation environments. In particular, in Section 4.1 we introduce the mobility model used to simulate the movement of nodes in the simulation area. In Section 4.2, we present
the scenarios that are used to determine the social grouping and the connections between nodes, along with
and the main parameters that are exploited to evaluate the proposed solution. Finally, Section 4.3 presents
the performance indices and the strategy used for the evaluation of the system.

4.1. Nodes Mobility Model

Node mobility is simulated using the HCMM model [40]. HCMM is recognized by the OppNet research
community as one of the reference models for simulating the mobility of nodes in a Mobile Network [41,
42, 43]. In particular, one of the salient features of HCMM is its ability to closely approximate the human
mobility using the social relationships existing between the users in the environment. In fact, HCMM
integrates temporal, social and spatial notions in order to obtain a realistic representation of real users
movements. In order to achieve this goal, its design is inspired by results in the sociology and complex
networks literature. One of its main features is the ability to reproduce statistical properties of real user
movement patterns, such as inter-contact times and contact durations. The focus of HCMM on reproducing
human contact and inter-contact times is particularly important in opportunistic networking. Other mobility
models in the literature are either not so realistic from this standpoint [44], or are more amenable to different
types of networks with respect to OppNets, such as, e.g., cognitive radio networks [45].

In HCMM, the simulation space is divided in cells. Each cell could host a group of nodes, that represent
a social community of users that are physically co-located. Each social group is initially assigned to a cell (its
home-cell) avoiding that two groups are physically adjacent (no edge contacts between groups) or in the same
cell, to avoid physical shortcuts between groups. Nodes move inside their home cell, according to a random
process. Specifically, a node selects a destination inside the home cell according to a uniform distribution
over all possible points inside the cell. The speed is also selected according to a uniform distribution over
the speed range. Some special nodes exist, called travellers, which not only move inside their home cell,
but can also “visit” other cells, thus bridging between distinct communities. Specifically, a traveller selects
the community to “visit” based on social relationships with members of each community (other than its
home one). When the traveller moves outside its home cell, it uses the same algorithm described above to
select the point inside the cell where to move to. After each movement, it decides, according to a Bernoulli
random process with a given probability \( p \), whether to stay visiting the community longer, or going back to
its home cell.

4.2. Simulation Scenarios

As stated in the previous section, travellers are the only mean of connection between communities.
Therefore, they play a crucial role in the data dissemination process, since data diffusion in distinct groups
can occur only due to travellers bringing messages from community to community. Thus, in order to
thoroughly analyse the system performance, in the first part of the evaluation, we test the proposed approach
under three different scenarios of social connection between communities. Precisely, in the first scenario we
consider a ring topology. In this scenario, each community has only one traveller, that connects it only to
the next community: the first community has a traveller to the second, the second has a traveller to the
third, and so on (the last has a traveller to the first). Hereafter, we refer to this scenario with OT (i.e. One
Traveller per community).

In the second scenario, each community has a traveller that is able to visit all the other communities.
However, every time it exits its home community, it selects the destination community using a Zipf prob-
ability distribution. As a result, each traveller visits more frequently one community, gives less preference
to a second one, and goes rarely to the third one. Also in this case, traveller preferences are rotated across
communities to ensure a globally uniform visiting pattern. In the following, this scenario is termed as ZT
(Zipf travellers).

In the last scenario, each community has three travellers, each connecting it to one of the other commu-
nities. This scenario is called TT (i.e. Three Travellers per community).

The OT and TT scenarios are rather extreme cases. In OT a community has just one outgoing traveller
and lacks a direct connection with some of the other groups. As a consequence, all the communities have
to heavily rely on travellers belonging to other groups and the information dissemination process is made
Table 1: Main simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simul. Area</td>
<td>1000m x 1000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>4x4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. of Channels</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items per Channel</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numb. of Communities</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numb. of Nodes</td>
<td>100 (25 per comm.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node speed</td>
<td>unif. in [1, 1.86]m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transm. range</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>50,000s and 100,000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC size</td>
<td>10, 5, 2 slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Rec. Thr.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT scenario</td>
<td>chain topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZT scenario</td>
<td>Zipf visiting pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT scenario</td>
<td>all communities connected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

more difficult. On the other hand, in the TT scenario each community has its own traveller toward all the other communities. We expect a easier (and faster) information dissemination process in this case. ZT represents a more common scenario, where each traveller has a skewed visiting preference about the groups outside its home community. This behaviour better reflects real social contact probabilities in human social relationships [16]. Note that, although limited to 4 social communities, our evaluation settings are representative of a significant range of socially-driven movement patterns, and allow us to thoroughly assess the performance of social circle heuristics.

Moreover, in all the following experiments, channels subscription popularities within each community are skewed and follow a Zipf distribution with parameter 1. Popularities are rotated among groups. Thus, the first channel is the most popular within group 1, while channel two is the most popular in group 2, and so on. As a result, all the channels have the same total number of subscribers.

Table 1 shows the values of the main simulation parameters used for the simulations for all the scenarios. When more than one value is used in the simulations, “standard” values are put in bold face.

4.3. Performance Indices and Evaluation Strategy

In all the experiments reported in the following sections, we evaluate the performance of the proposed solution (SCH in the figures) against a pure recognition-based (RH) cognitive data dissemination system for OppNets [8]. As performance figures we use the Hit Rate and the overhead.

At a specific point \( t \) in time, the Hit Rate is defined in the following way:

\[
HR(t) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{n.SC(t)}{n.c}
\]  

(1)

Thus, the Hit Rate is the mean ratio over all the nodes between \( n.SC(t) \), i.e. the number of the subscribed channel’s items retrieved so far by a node \( n \), and \( n.c \), i.e. the total number of objects in the node’s subscribed channel.

The overhead is the total number of messages exchanged in the whole network (up to that point in time), including both data items and control messages (to implement the cognitive heuristics)\(^3\). All the reported

\(^3\)On purpose we do not report the overhead in terms of bytes, because this would depend a lot on the sizes of the different}
results are the mean of 10 different runs, obtained using 10 different mobility traces generated with the HCMM model.

In Section 5, we first evaluate the performance under static conditions, i.e. when data items and interest of nodes do not change over time. Then, from Section 6 to Section 8, we give a thorough analysis under the more realistic social scenarios, i.e. the ZT scenario. In particular, in Section 6, we evaluate the performance in various dynamic conditions. We anticipate that, while SCH always outperforms RH, its performance gains are even greater in dynamic scenarios (which are, clearly, even more realistic). In Section 7.1 we analyse the impact of the OC cache size on the dissemination process, while in Section 7.2 we evaluate how the initial distribution of data items among groups could affect the performance of the system. Section 7.3 reports the results obtained when data items have a limited TTL. Finally, Section 8 presents the evaluation of the system when nodes have partially selfish behaviours, such that they do not exploit all of their encounters to exchange data and information.

5. The impact of different social connection patterns between communities in static configurations

In this section, we compare the performance of SCH and RH in cases of static configurations, as a function of the connectivity patterns between communities.

Figures 1(a)–3(b) report the performance of the two approaches under the OT, ZT, and TT scenarios, respectively. The OT scenario (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)) is the most difficult one for the information dissemination process, that proceeds more slowly with respect to the other cases (i.e., the HitRate curve increases more slowly over time). Two configurations of SCH and RH are considered, corresponding to different values of the respective recognition thresholds (RT in the figure). Let us consider the configurations with higher RT first (12 for SCH and 75 for RH). These values are selected to make SCH and RH stabilise approximately at the same HitRate. As shown in Figure 1(b), this is paid by RH with a higher overhead, which is a side effect of the higher value of the item recognition threshold (RT) needed to reach that HitRate. A higher RT value means that in RH nodes keep considering data items relevant for a longer time, and continue exchanging them. On the other hand, in SCH items are recognised faster at each step of the heuristic, and keeps exchanging them only if they are considered relevant for some of the node’s social communities. Thus, the majority of the nodes (the non-traveller nodes) stop exchanging data items relatively soon (with respect to what happens in RH) after they have appeared in their social community, while travellers keep bringing data items across communities. On the other hand, SCH and RH can be configured to obtain (approximately) the same overhead (corresponding to RT=3 for SCH and RT=30 for RH). This, however, results in lower HitRate for RH. We anticipate that this behaviour with respect to the RT value constantly appears in all tested scenarios. In general, the OT scenario is the one where the performance gain of SCH over RH is lower, though still evident.

Figures 2(a)–2(b) show the performance of the two solutions under the ZT scenario. In this case, SCH with RT=3 achieves a HitRate of 100%. To get the same performance with RH, we need to increase the RT value up to 75 (and it can be noticed that 100% HitRate is achieved even slightly later). However, this is paid with a much higher overhead. Reducing the RT value to 30 results in a small though noticeable performance loss in terms of HitRate (of about 5%). However, note that the overhead of RH still remains higher than the SCH overhead. With the same value of RT used by SCH, RH obtains a much lower overhead, but the performance drop in terms of HitRate is huge.

The results for the TT scenario are presented in Figures 3(a)–3(b). Results are quite similar to the ZT scenario, with the notable difference that now, as the communities are more connected, RH is able to reach 100% HitRate also with RT=30 (HitRate curves for SCH and RH with RT=30 and 75 overlap). Again,
SCH achieves the same HitRate with a much lower RT (equal to 3), which results in lower overhead. Using the same RT in RH reduces the overhead significantly, at the cost of far lower HitRate.

The overall conclusion from this set of results is that, in general, to achieve the same hit rate of SCH, the corresponding configuration of RH generates a higher overhead, and this holds for a number of different nodes mobility patterns. We anticipate that, while this behaviour appears also in these statics configuration, it is much more evident in more dynamic environments, which we consider in the next sections.

6. Dynamic content generation

We now consider more dynamic conditions. In particular, we investigate the system performance in three different dynamic scenarios. In the first one, nodes abruptly change their subscription. In the second
scenario, a new channel (and related items) is suddenly introduced and some nodes subscribe to it. In the third scenario, new data items are generated for each channel. We report the results of this investigation only under the ZT scenario, which is more broadly representative, as discussed before. Qualitatively similar results are obtained also in the OT and TT scenarios.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between SCH and RH in a situation where after some time (10,000s in this case), nodes inside each community (with the exception of travellers) change their subscriptions. Nodes subscribed to channel 1 change to channel 2, and so on, with nodes subscribed to channel 4 changing to channel 1 (thus, the total amount of subscribers to each channel remains unchanged). We impose that nodes reset the counters associated to the items of the newly subscribed channel. This is reasonable, as it models the new personal interest of nodes for the channel. The figure presents the Hit Rate (a) and the overhead (b) from the point in time when subscriptions have changed. The best configuration of SCH (with RT=5) reaches the maximum HitRate before the best configuration of RH (with RT=75). Similarly to static scenarios, this is achieved with much lower overhead (which, in case of RH, keeps growing even after the HitRate stabilises). Reducing RT values limits the overhead of both SCH and RH, but the penalty in terms of reduced HitRate is much higher for RH.

Figure 5 presents the comparison between SCH and RH when a new channel, with its corresponding new items, is introduced in the network at time 10,000 sec. In this case, within all the communities, a majority of the nodes (15 over 25) subscribes to the new channel. Recognition levels of older items remain unchanged. The figure presents the Hit Rate of the nodes that changed their subscription and the overhead starting from $t = 10,000$. In this case, the advantage of SCH is even more visible. Specifically, SCH achieves a higher hit rate even with a very small RT value (RT=3). To get close to the SCH performance, we need to increase the RH value of RT at least to 30. But this results in a drastically higher overhead in terms of messages exchanged. Not only SCH achieves the same HitRate with far lower overhead, but the HitRate always increases faster (i.e., SCH achieves higher HitRate at any point in time). This is again due to the lower value of RT that SCH can use by still achieving 100% HitRate. With a lower RT value, old data items need not to be exchanged for long time, and therefore new data items do not have to compete with them for space in the nodes’ caches. This manifests both with higher HitRates and lower overheads at any point in time.

Figure 6 compares SCH and RH when additional data items are created for existing channels. Specifically, we have doubled the number of data items for each channel at time 10,000 sec. After the injection of new items, SCH starts increasing the Hit Rate, nearly reaching 100% at the end of the simulation. Note that
We consider the latter dynamic scenario particularly realistic, as it represents conditions where new data items are generated for existing channels. Therefore, we investigate it further, by considering successive injections of new sets of data items at different points in time. In particular, we assume that new items are generated from \( t = 10,000 \) seconds and every 30,000 seconds afterwards. At each injection, 100 new items are created for every channel. They are placed uniformly at random in each community. Figure 7 shows the results of this experiment. At each injection, the Hit Rate temporarily drops, since new items suddenly appear. SCH is able to quickly react to the new situation and reaches a high Hit Rate after each data injection. Most importantly, the Hit Rate always increases from injection to injection, showing that SCH
is able to bring all (old and new) data items to interested nodes. On the other hand, the HitRate of RH degrades at each injection. Because of the higher RTs that are needed to guarantee reasonable circulation of data items, old and new data items constantly compete against each other, and ultimately they are not delivered to interested nodes. In addition, the overhead is much higher than in SCH, and the difference constantly grows.

7. Sensitiveness analysis

Other than the RT threshold, whose impact is already analysed in Sections 5 and 6, the other key parameter of our policies is the cache size. Therefore, in this section we analyse the impact of very limited amounts of storage space, to study the effectiveness of SCH also under very challenging conditions with respect to this parameter. The second parameter that we analyse is external to the data dissemination algorithms, and is specifically the initial distribution of data items in the communities. Finally, we analyse the performance when data needs to be delivered within a maximum time constraint, i.e., when requests for content have a Time-To-Live (TTL).

7.1. Sensitiveness to the Opportunistic Cache dimension

In this section we analyse the behaviour of SCH compared with RH when the dimension of the opportunistic cache is reduced. Smaller OCs could impact the dissemination process mainly for two reasons. First, a reduced OC dimension could slow down the dissemination process, since fewer data items can be delivered and exchanged by each node. Second, since only a small number of data items can be carried by a node, there is an increased impact of the mechanisms used by each peer to select the data to fetch at each encounter. Figures 8 and 9 show the comparison between SCH and RH when the dimension of the OC is set to 2 and 5, respectively, in the ZT scenario. Remember that in the results presented so far, the OC size was set to 10 messages. The other parameters are set to the standard values of the static conditions of the ZT scenario. When the OC has only two slots, both SCH and RH have not reached a convergence at the end of the simulation. However, it is worth noting that SCH is able to reach a slightly higher Hit Ratio with almost the same overhead of the two settings of RH. When the OC size is set to 5 (Figure 9), we can observe a behaviour that is qualitatively similar (see Figures 2(a) and 2(b)) to the one obtained with a larger OC: a slightly faster convergence with respect to RH (with item threshold 75), while requiring a much smaller overhead.
These findings confirm the relevance of a social-based data selection scheme under resource constrained conditions, like a reduced space available for the dissemination task. In such cases, a sharp distinction among discovered data items is required to achieve an effective and efficient diffusion of the information.

7.2. Impact of different initial distributions of data items

While in all the previous results the data items generated at the beginning of the simulation were placed uniformly at random in the various groups of the system, in this subsection we want to investigate how the initial data placement could affect the proposed data dissemination mechanisms. In the first configuration, we analyse the percentage of data of a channel generated in a group reflects the popularity of that channel in the group. Thus, the data of each channel is mainly generated in the group where the channel is the most popular. The other scenario presents the opposite situation, i.e. data is generated mainly in the group where its corresponding channel is the least popular one. Clearly, these configurations allow us to analyse the two extreme cases with respect to the analysed parameter. Figure 10 presents the results related to the first scenario, while Figure 11 shows the results of the second scenario.

The main difference between the two scenarios is that all the data dissemination schemes experience a faster initial growth of the Hit Ratio in the first scenario. This is due to the fact that peers of the most subscribed channels in each group can find the majority of their requested data directly inside their own groups. The Hit Ratio convergence time for SCH and RH is almost the same in both the scenarios. However, RH with an item recognition threshold of 30 it is not able to achieve 100% Hit Ratio in the second scenario. In all the scenarios, SCH requires a noticeable lower overhead than RH. Moreover, in the second scenario (Figure 11) SCH requires a little lower overhead than in the first scenario (Figure 10 b) to obtain almost the same Hit Ratio performance. In this case, the majority of the subscribers of a channel are placed in other groups with respect to those where the majority of the channel’s data can be found. Therefore, the social-based data dissemination system in SCH plays an increasingly relevant role, since the ability of travellers to understand the needs of their fellow community members helps them to make a better selection of the items to fetch upon during contacts with other peers.

7.3. Performance with a limited TTL for data items

In next set of experiments, we want to understand how the system reacts when the validity of data items expires before the end of the simulation. This situation resembles scenarios where information is relevant in given time windows only, so that it should be timely delivered or discarded otherwise. In order to simulate this kind of scenarios, in the following we assume that each single data item is assigned a Time-To-Live
(TTL). In case the TTL expires, the item is removed from all the caches of the system. Thus, subscribed nodes that have not yet received this item do not have chances to retrieve it anymore. TTLs are assigned to data items according to a Gaussian distribution, with $\mu = T$ and $\sigma = 1500$ s, where the values of $T$ are indicated in the following for each configuration. In these experiments, we do not expect the system to reach 100% of Hit Ratio, since many items are deleted before they can reach all their subscribers.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 present results obtained with mean TTLs (i.e., $T$) equal to 7500s, 10000s, and 15000s, respectively. All the figures present qualitatively similar results. SCH and RH have no relevant differences in terms of Hit Ratio. This performance figure goes from 80%, with the shortest average TTL, to nearly 90% with the longest average TTL. As highlighted in almost all the previous experiments, SCH is able to achieve this Hit Ratio with a lower overhead than than RH in the corresponding competing settings.
8. Impact of nodes collaboration and selfishness

In all the previous settings, we have assumed that nodes do not limit their participation in the cooperative data dissemination process. The next set of results shows the performance of the system in scenarios where peers adopt a partially selfish behaviour by limiting their engagement in the dissemination of information. A possible example of this kind of scenarios could be the necessity for a node to spare its own resources, like battery or bandwidth. Therefore, in all the following experiments, peers do not accept to exchange information and data items with all the other nodes they meet. We present results exploiting different strategies to select the other nodes to interact with.

In the first of such strategies, each node has a uniform probability exchange contents upon meeting. Figures 15, 16 and 17 show the results when the joint exchange probability $p$ is 0.9, 0.5 and 0.33, respectively.
Since we assume that all nodes behave the same, the probability for a single peer to be available for an exchange is $\sqrt{p}$. When $p = 0.9$ or $p = 0.5$, SCH obtains practically the same Hit Ratio performance of the competing settings of RH, with lower overheads. However, when $p = 0.33$, RH is not able anymore to reach a 100% Hit Ratio, while SCH maintains the ability to deliver all the data items to their subscribers. Furthermore, SCH continues to require much less overhead than RH.

This is a remarkable result. In fact, SCH achieves the maximum Hit Rate even when just one exchange over three effectively takes place, i.e. with $p = 0.33$. This result is also reached with a lower overhead than with the other values of $p$, as shown in Figure 18. Therefore, it is possible to take advantage of SCH for an effective and efficient dissemination of data even when the nodes exploit only a relatively small fraction of their encounters to effectively make exchanges. This fact opens the way for peers to balance the usage of their resources, while still giving a fruitful contribution to the collective data dissemination process.
In the previous scenario, nodes use the same probability for all the other peers in order to decide whether they want to exchange data or not. However, SCH exploits a social strength detection mechanism. Leveraging on its knowledge about the strength of its social ties, a node could decide to assign different exchange probabilities to the members of its distinct social communities. Specifically, in the next experiments each node decides to be available for an exchange upon meeting with a device belonging to social group $i$ with a probability $p_i$. Specifically, we assume that each node ranks social communities (groups) based on the willingness of interacting and helping their members. The probability $p_i$ is defined as $p_i = 2^{-i}p_0$, where $p_0$ is the probability assigned to the group with which the node wants to interact most. Therefore, the members of the second preferred social group are accepted with half the probability of the first group, and so on. In the next experiments, for each node, the most preferred group is set either to the group that the nodes encounters most frequently, or less frequently, respectively. Our goal is to investigate whether is more efficient to make more exchanges with nodes that are met frequently (i.e., the most socially connected...
ones) or with nodes that are met only rarely (i.e., the ones with the lowest social connection).

Figure 19 shows the Hit Rate and the overhead of SCH when $p_0$ is assigned to the most socially connected group (social direct in the figure) or to the lowest socially connect group (social inverse in the figure). We also use two values for $p_0$, i.e. 1 and 0.75. When $p_0 = 1$, the data dissemination process is faster than when $p_0 = 0.75$ for both the social direct and the social inverse strategies. However, all the strategies lead to a final convergence of 100% Hit Rate. It is interesting to note, however, that the social inverse strategy always requires a final lower overhead than the social direct one. This fact can be explained in the following way. Less socially connected nodes are met less frequently. Therefore, it makes more sense to try to make more exchanges with them, since there are fewer events to do that. On the other hand, most socially connected peers have more possibilities to exchange data, since they are seen more frequently. Thus, even a lower exchange probabilities still gives them chances to pass and receive data items and information. In addition, it is known that social peers met not frequently act as “social bridges” between distant communities [46], and thus are more “precious” contacts for information diffusion than peers met frequently. With respect to
the latter, as communities are typically tightly knit and most members encounter one another frequently, even dropping a large fraction of contact events does not lead to severe performance degradation.

In order to have a deeper understanding of the social-based exchange probability strategies, in the next experiments we report the result obtained from the comparison of these strategies with the ones based on uniform exchange probabilities. We also compare SCH to RH settings, in which case we cannot use any social information to select the peers to interact with, and thus assume a uniform random policy. In order to make social and uniform exchange probabilities comparable, the uniform exchange probability $p$ is determined as:

$$\sqrt{p} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{G} \tilde{n}_k p_k}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $|G|$ is the number of social groups, $\tilde{n}_k$ is the average number (over all the nodes in the system) of the members of the social group $k$, and $N = \sum_{k=1}^{G} \tilde{n}_k$ is the average number of social connections. Thus, $\sqrt{p}$ is the expected interaction probability of the SCH policy between any tagged node and all the other nodes it
may encounter.
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Figure 20: ZT Scenario - Hit Rate (a) and overhead (b) of a comparison of uniform and direct social-based ($p_0 = 1$) exchange probabilities

Figures 20 and 21 present the result of the comparison of the social direct strategy against the uniform ones. The value of $p$ is approximately 0.58 in Figure 20, and approximately 0.33 in Figure 21. The performance of the SCH social direct strategy with $p_0 = 1$ is essentially identical the SCH uniform one in all aspects, and both outperform the RH settings in terms of overhead. However, with $p_0 = 0.75$, the SCH uniform strategy tend to increase the Hit Rate at a faster pace than the social direct SCH scheme. It also requires a slightly lower overhead than the social direct SCH strategy. To explain this, consider that with these settings the probability to exchange data items with the least frequently encountered nodes is almost twice as high than in the social direct approach, while the probability to exchange data items with most frequently encountered nodes is approximately reduced by half. For the reasons highlighted in the previous experiments, increasing the probability for rarely met nodes is beneficial, while reducing the probability for frequently met nodes has little effect on the overall performance.

Figures 22 and 23 show the result of the comparison of the SCH social inverse strategy, when using $p_0 = 1$, and $p_0 = 0.75$, respectively. Differently from the previous case, these results show a striking difference between the social inverse strategy and all the other approaches. Specifically, the uniform exchange probabilities are approximately $p = 0.21$, and approximately $p = 0.12$, respectively. These values of $p$ are so low that all the uniform exchange-based schemes are not able to reach neither 100% Hit Rate, nor a state of convergence at the end of the simulation. On the other hand, SCH with the social inverse approach always achieves the maximum Hit Rate, with a considerable large difference with the other solutions when $p_0 = 0.75$. The overhead is larger than that of the other approaches just because they still need to exchange more items to reach the same Hit Rate of SCH social inverse.

From all these results, we can conclude that, when nodes behave selfishly to save resources, it is more efficient if they prefer to exploit more rare contacts with socially distant nodes, as opposed to prefer more frequent contacts with socially close nodes. With respect to the opposite approach of preferring socially close nodes, this achieves comparable hit rates with reduced overheads. With respect to uniform policies, this achieves higher Hit Rate at the cost of some additional overhead.

9. Conclusion

In this paper we have faced the problem of data dissemination for Future Internet systems using a self-organising approach based on D2D technologies. Starting from the general idea that data-centric services
running on personal mobile devices need to incorporate algorithms that closely match the behaviour of their human users in the physical world, we have proposed a novel data dissemination scheme for Opportunistic Networks built on cognitive heuristics, i.e. models of the human cognitive processes defined in the cognitive psychology literature. The proposed solution is built on a social cognitive heuristic, the Social Circle Heuristic (SCH). According to the SCH definition, the human brain evaluates relevance of information based not only on its own judgement, but also on the judgement of its social contacts, taken in order of social proximity. The proposed data dissemination scheme uses the very same algorithmic description of SCH. The proposed scheme is compared against alternative non-social cognitive solutions, that have been shown to be very effective in recent work. Results clearly show the advantage brought by using social cognitive heuristics. Already in static scenarios (when content and interests of users do not change) social cognitive schemes are as effective as non-cognitive schemes, but generate significantly lower overhead. This advantage is further confirmed by varying the various parameters that characterise the system. Moreover, in more dynamic (and realistic) scenarios where either new content is generated or users’ interests change over time, social cognitive schemes outperform non-social scheme to an even greater extent. Specifically, we have found that when new content is periodically generated, non-social schemes enter a saturation condition where new and old data items compete for being disseminated, and this results in higher overhead with lower and decreasing effectiveness in data dissemination, with respect to social cognitive schemes. An even greater impact is shown by the social-based data dissemination scheme in contexts where nodes do not fully collaborate to the dissemination process, e.g. due to resource-saving or selfishness. In particular, a version of SCH that gives preference to contacts with socially distant nodes to disseminate data has proven to achieve much better results than non-social based schemes.
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Figure 22: ZT Scenario - Hit Rate (a) and overhead (b) of a comparison of uniform and inverse social-based ($p_0 = 1$) exchange probabilities


Figure 23: ZT Scenario - Hit Rate (a) and overhead (b) of a comparison of uniform and inverse social-based ($p_0 = 0.75$) exchange probabilities


